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Have a look at the new features.

We are introducing a set of new features in the upcoming releases of Remote Control System, ranging
from a further improvement in overall security to support for many new social applications. As always, we
are looking to improve our software to provide you with the absolute best tool for your investigations.

Protect your operations 
At the beginning of the year we introduced major changes in the security architecture of Remote Control
System to face the increase of attention in the community, due to the large adoption of our system. 
We rehauled the architecture and procedures to reach a new level of security. As a result many
technological and procedural changes are introduced that vastly improve over the previous standard.  
We won't stop here: there is much more to come to protect you better during your operations.

 Resist to disk format

Taking advantage of modern hardware, your
Agents now resist to disk format and factory
restoration.

Contrary to other technologies, RCS is capable to
resist to everything:

    disk replacement

    disk format
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    disk format

    OS reinstallation

    factory reset

Capture Telegram

Following the recent NSA
scandal, many users switched
from the traditional chat
applications to an allegedly
more secure one, Telegram.

Don’t miss the bits that make
the difference in your
investigations, capture
Telegram chat and continue
following your targets
communications.

 

Get Viber & Skype calls

We are aware that nowadays a
significant amount of calls are
made using social applications.

Now you can capture Viber
and Skype calls on mobile
devices. 

 

Track crypto-currencies

The usage of crypto-currencies
for criminal purposes is
increasing dramatically, thanks
to the fact that they are designed
to prevent the reconstruction of
 transactions.

Now you can track all the
transactions that your targets
make using BitCoin and other
currencies.

Want to know more? 
Call today your sales representative or write to info@hackingteam.com
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